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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are a creationist an evolutionist or somewhere in between there are truths regarding the human body that remain constant. How forces are applied by the body or how the body responds to forces applied to it. There are constants, truths. One truth and the essence of this presentation is that the most efficient and productive way to to make the human body move is by applying force vertically through the long axis of the body. (Ref – Morin*) Now that doesn’t mean that the body can’t move, sometimes with exceptional results or performances that are “good enough” to win the day in a less efficient manner but my goal in this presentation is to briefly illustrate this truth and then share methods I use to help athletes find their postural center, initially under simple circumstances and progressively in more complex circumstances.



PREFACE



- BEING SHOT FROM A CANNON 
- HIT IT HARD POSTURE 
- EFFICIENT TRANSFER



SKATE BOARD
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Presentation Notes
Let’s talk a little more about the definition of a jump and how it applies in track jumping and hurdling events. Shot disc and jav for that matter. Let’s say I am going along on my skateboard at 10 mph. And let’s say I want to jump what do I do? Well I might lower my center of mass and then what? Drive my foot straight down? How fast is the ground going? Yes zero, okay If I drive my foot straight down then my foot is going zero and I’ve created a hinged moment and my body does what rotates forward. But! If I move my leg through the range of motion matching the speed of the ground I am able to maintain horizontal velocity and transferring some to vertical all the while controlling forward rotation. 



AXIAL FORCE – BENCHMARKS

KNEES TOGTHER AT:

 Next to last Take-off

 Penultimate

 Take-off

 Flight



FINDING POSTURAL CENTER 
- SIMPLE TO COMPLEX



FINDING POSTURAL CENTER
- SIMPLE TO COMPLEX



THE LAWS OF NATURE VS HUMAN NATURE



FORWARD BIAS AND INCOMPLETE HIP 
EXTENSION
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Presentation Notes
BALL SPORT MISCONSEPTIONS, OVERCOACHING OF LIMBS, FEAR OF FALLING BACKWARDS



BEFORE LIFE HAPPENS



VERTICAL FORCE APPLICATION

“The Long Jump could basically be considered a 
projectile event with a difference in degrees,” (Matic
et.al. 2012)

The run-up velocity is the most significant (factor) for 
the length of the jump (Bridgett et al. 2002)

Optimum Angle of Take Off in the Long Jump is about 
23 degrees (Nicholas P. Linthorne, Maurice S. Guzman, 
Lisa A. Bridgett 2002)



WHAT DO WE ULTIMATELY WANT?
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Presentation Notes
Maximum velocity of the center of mass just after take off. That is our goal right? Well, there are all these other issues that come into play like angle of take off, bar clearance landing position, landing in the prescribed landing area etc. Of course we must deal with all those issues but first let’s consider just pure speed!



THE REBAR IN OUR CONCRETE
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Presentation Notes
The skeleton provides structure, support and anchor points for leverage. Shoulder girdle and pelvis connect the limbs to the core of the body. We discuss pelvis position with our athletes regularly but do we pay enough attention to the shoulder girdle? For the sake of time let me just illustrate it this way. When I measured my kids on the wall they would stand chin up and chest out. And I would measure them, then I asked them to close the rib cage and tuck their chin and they were taller. Meaning their skeleton was more aligned an thus in a better position, more efficient position to accept energy applied vertically.



DEFINITION OF THE WORD 
“JUMP”
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Presentation Notes
If I were to ask you in English to demonstrate a jump. What would you do? Well one response might be to bend down at the hips and knees, swing your arms and do a two footed vertical jump. But isn’t that quite different from running and jumping off one leg? Our friend Cliff Rovelto suggests in his experience with elite men high jumpers that these two activities seem to have some sort of conflict with one another. So we have two very different activities both describe by the same word. I was curious if this was just a flaw in English so I started asking the athletes I work with and it turns out that in French, Swedish, Norwegian, Canadian and Trea it’s the same, one word, two very different activities.



LET’S TAKE A LOOK AT SOME 
EXAMPLES OF VERTICAL 
FORCE APPLICATION.



LONG JUMP



TRIPLE JUMP



POLE VAULT



HIGH JUMP 



HOW DID THEY GET THERE?

KNEES TOGTHER AT:

 Next to last Take-off

 Penultimate

 Take-off

 Flight



APPLICATION TIME – BASIC DRILLS

 Skipping the 7 year old version

 Ankle dribbling thank you Dan Pfaff

 Straight leg bounds heal first contact

 Straight leg bounds to takeoff



BASIC POSTURE



7 YEAR OLD SKIP



DRIBBLING



STRAIGHT LEG BOUND –
HEAL/VERTICAL



DRIBBLE IN TO STRAIGHT



APPLICATION TIME –
LONG JUMP



APPLICATION TIME –
TRIPLE JUMP



APPLICATION TIME –
TRIPLE JUMP



APPLICATION TIME –
HIGH JUMP



APPLICATION TIME – HIGH JUMP



APPLICATION TIME -
POLE VAULT

Getting the step out & stiff leg take-off

 Skipping

 Right Knee past

 Complete the front side –Show the 
bottom of the foot both L&R



CUES:

 Show the bottom of the foot to the Pit/sand etc in take off foot 
but also penultimate.

 “Active landing” means matching the speed of the ground in 
jumping, applying force vertically



SPECIAL THANKS!

 Dr Nick Heebner, 

 Dan Pfaff

 Cliff Rovelto





SUMMARY

 Carrying as much speed through the takeoff while maintaining 
posture and gaining height requires efficiency. This presentation 
explored the most effective way to transfer energy from the run 
to the flight phase of the jump and included teaching 
progressions to achieve that efficient transfer.



IMPACT OF SHEARING
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